WHAT DOES THE ARREST OF JULIAN ASSANGE MEAN FOR JOURNALISTS, WHISTLEBLOWERS? SEE PAGES 14-15.
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THE INSIDE SCOOP

DONALD TRUMP WAS

FRAMED

4
Sen. Rand Paul demands the truth
from Dems about Steele dossier.
See page 4

• D.C. traitors behind Deep State plot to take down Trump
“We believe there is a conspiracy
to lie to the FISA court, mislead the
FISA court, by numerous individuals
that all need to be investigated and
looked at,” Nunes explained to Fox
News in a recent interview. He also insisted that he has seen legitimate evidence that proves individuals associated with the Trump-Russia investigation were involved in a criminal
conspiracy “involving manipulation of
intelligence.”

By John Friend

R

ep. Devin Nunes, the firebrand California congressman and top Republican on the influential
House Intelligence Committee, is seeking long overdue criminal charges against unnamed individuals involved with the malicious
and arguably treasonous investigation
into the debunked conspiracy theory
alleging Russian interference in the
2016 presidential election.
Nunes recently explained to Fox
News that he plans on submitting
eight criminal referrals to the Justice
Department on charges including
manipulating or falsifying intelligence, leaking classified intelligence
to the media, and misleading federal
judges sitting on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) court
in relation to the infamous Steele
dossier, which has been thoroughly
discredited.

Sen. Rand Paul wants
the truth about the bogus
Steele dossier revealed.
See page 4.

Rep. Devin Nunes, the top Republican
on the House Intelligence Committee,
says there was a criminal conspiracy to
manipulate intelligence regarding the
Trump-Russia investigation.

Nunes has yet to name the individuals against whom he is attempting to pursue federal criminal charges
but did note that he has the names of
five specific persons involved in the
investigation he believes committed
crimes.
“We do believe that we’ve got pretty good information and a pretty
good idea of who could be behind
these leaks,” Nunes told Fox News.
Nunes has long been a critic of the
Russia-Trump collusion investigation and has launched his own investigations into the bogus dossier authored by former UK spy Christopher
Steele, which was used to justify
surveillance warrants against former
See REP. DEVIN, page 5
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Gutsy conservative commentator
exposes truth about liberal agenda.
See pages 22-23
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City of Chicago wants $130,000
from Hollywood hate crime faker.
See page 25
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Kentucky teen slandered by media
battles massive fake news outlets.
See pages 26-27

